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Infinite Dial 2015:  Radio’s Money Demo is driving online radio growth.  Online radio gained ground in 2015 as listeners 
aged 25-54 tuned to the medium in record numbers.  No longer just a habit for 12-24 year-olds, half of Americans aged 25-
54 listen weekly to AM/FM radio stations online or to streamed audio content available only on the internet, according to 
new findings from Edison Research and Triton Digital.  Weekly listening among 25-54 year-olds increased by over a third 
during the past year.   Online radio is now a majority activity and the gap 
between monthly and weekly listening is closing. Over half of the U.S. 
population (53%) now listens to online radio monthly and 44% tune in 
weekly.  In fact, the percent that listen weekly has doubled during the past 
four years.  As the medium matures, the impact of a new crop of older, 
more casual listeners may be impacting average time spent with it. For 
the first time since 2008, Edison reports a slight decrease in weekly time 
spent listening to online radio, from 13 hours, 19 minutes in 2014 to 12 
hours, 53 minutes in 2015.   However the total time consumed continues 
to rise.  Usage is continuing to shift from desktops and laptops to smartphones. Nearly three quarters of weekly online radio 
listeners tune in on a smartphone, up from 66% last year.  As listening on desktops (61%) and tablets (32%) declined slightly, 
streaming audio consumption on internet-connected TVs rose sharply, from 12% to 18% during the past year.   Listening in 
the car is also accelerating: More than a third (35%) of all cell phone owners and 59% of those aged 12-24 say they’ve tuned 
to web radio in a car.  
 

Study shows demographic differences among online radio services. Pandora remains 
the most used online audio brand with one third of Americans aged 12+ (34%) saying they 
listened to it in the last month, according to the 2015 Edison-Triton Infinite Dial study.  It’s 
followed by iHeartRadio (11%), iTunes Radio (11%) and Spotify (10%).  Each service grew 
audience from the year before.  “There are a lot of brands in this space and the competition 
is heating up but the pie is still growing,” Edison VP Tom Webster said.  “All of these services 
grew and clearly not at the expense of each other.” But the demographics of the top four 
online audio brands are as different as the services themselves.  IHeartRadio has the most 
balanced audience composition: 14% of 12-24s and 13% of 25-54s say they listened to it in 
the last month. Spotify skews younger: 23% of 12-24s have listened in the past month compared to only 9% of 25-54s. Pandora 
does well with both groups: 54% of 12-24s and 40% of 25-54s report listening in the last month.  

Radio is still how Americans keep up with music.  Despite a wealth of ways to keep up with music, AM/FM radio remains 
the most-used source by Americans for staying musically current.  But its dominance is shrinking.  Of the one-half of the 12+ 
population for whom keeping up with music is important, AM/FM leads all other sources by a considerable margin (29%).  But 
that’s down from 35% a year ago.  Friends/family came in second (22%) in the Edison-Triton 2015 survey, followed by YouTube 
(10%), Pandora (8%) and Sirius XM Radio (4%).  But the pecking order is different among 12-24 year olds, where AM/FM 
trailed friends/family, YouTube and Pandora.   “It’s clear that while AM/FM radio still leads when it comes to music discovery, that 
leadership is being challenged by online services,” Triton Digital president of market development John Rosso said.  “Younger 
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people are finding their music more from friends, family and online sources while older demos continue to favor AM/FM radio to 
keep up to date with music.”  The study documents the growing role of the internet in music discovery:  44% of American now 
go to the web first to learn about music while 32% turn to the radio.  Of course, radio stations have greatly expanded their use 
of the internet as music discovery platforms.   But five years ago radio had the edge with 39% compared to 31% for the web.  
“Ubiquitous availability via smartphones has irrevocably changed the way we discover and consume music,” Edison Research 
VP Tom Webster said.  “Radio has ceded that important territory to the internet.” 
 

Podcasting comes of age.  Any doubts about podcasting’s graduation from niche to mainstream were unequivocally erased 
by this year’s Infinite Dial study.  One third of the country’s 12+ population has listened to a podcast, some 89 million people.  Of 
them, 46 million are monthly listeners, up from 39 million one year earlier.  But the story isn’t so much how many Americans are 
tuning to podcasts but who they are.    Podcast consumers are more likely to have a college degree and to be affluent. Half of 
respondents with household incomes greater than $100,000 have listened to a podcast and a quarter has done so in the past 
month.  “The podcast consumer is a valuable advertising target and one that’s increasingly  harder to reach with other audio 
measures, given the amount of time they’re spending listening to podcasts,” Edison’s Tom Webster said.  “This means podcasts 
will become more and more attractive to agencies and brands.” 
 

No rush to Plan B after deal to sell Philly AC powerhouse WBEB dissolves.  A pending deal to sell Jerry Lee’s “More FM” 
WBEB, Philadelphia (101.1) collapsed after a well-heeled billionaire backed away from providing the cash needed to finance 
the acquisition.  For Lee, it’s now back to operating the station with no active sales effort underway to secure a backup buyer.  
“There is nothing urgent, there is no pending crisis, and the company has not run out of money. It has the same audience and 
ratings and cash flow that it has had for a long time,” says investment banker John Chachas, a managing partner at Methuselah 
Advisors, which has been working with Lee.  Just weeks ago the AC powerhouse had been destined for a new owner after 
former Main Line Broadcasting CEO Dan Savadove struck a deal to buy WBEB.  But sources say the deal cratered after 
Savadove’s financial backer, billionaire real estate developer Ross Perot Jr., opted to no longer pursue its venture into the radio 
business.   Savadove declined to comment. 

‘No urgency’ for Jerry Lee to sell.  While a sale isn’t imminent, by the end of 2016 Jerry Lee will need 
to refinance his company’s debt as some of its notes come due.  He could also simply get an extension 
from his lenders.  An eventual sale of WBEB by Lee, who turns 79 years-old next month, also cannot 
be ruled out entirely.  It’s expected the Philly market FM could fetch between $70 and $80 million, since 
lenders have signaled they’re unwilling to take anything below a 7-times cash flow multiple for the top-
tier asset.  Insiders say if it were up to Lee, he’d continue operating WBEB rather than sell.  Lee declined 
to comment.  But investment banker John Chachas says no one should expect one of radio’s last major 
market independent owners to disappear anytime soon. “There’s no auction process,” he says. “There 
is no urgency to do something.”  Among the lenders operating behind the scenes is Sam Zell, better 
known for backing Jacor Communications and buying Tribune.  He came onboard as a mezzanine 
lender in 2012 when Lee last refinanced his debt.  The family of Lee’s late partner, Dave Kurtz, is also 
a debt holder.  Their 2006 sale of Kurtz’s 50.01% share to Lee came at an $85,158,226 price tag.  It 
implies the value of WBEB has been cut in half during the past decade. The two men partnered in 1963 
when they launched beautiful music station WDVR, which quickly found an audience.  The station has 
been at or near the top of the ratings for the past four decades.  It’s used its current “More FM” handle since December 2013.

Clock ticks down on Scripps’ return to radio.   E.W. Scripps CEO Rich Boehne says his company’s planned merger with 
Journal Communications offers the rare combination of both transforming and expanding at the same time.   During a call with 
analysts yesterday, he was asked whether Scripps will add more radio clusters in the future. Boehne said it’s not a top priority 
at the moment.   “First we better run the ones we have and make sure we fully understand how it works,” he said.  It’s been a 
quarter century since Scripps owned radio, and Boehne conceded the company will need to get its sea legs for the business 
once again.   “We have watched the radio business consolidate over the past 20 years and so I’m not sure we know enough 
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yet about the radio M&A market to say where any of our interests would lay,” he said.  “But we’re very happy with the assets 
that we have and the strategy Journal has that we can just pick up and carry forward.”  Scripps projects it will find $35 million 
in cost savings from combining the two company’s radio and TV businesses and spinning-off their print 
operations into the newly-created Journal Media Group.  CFO Tim Wesolowski says they still “feel good” 
about the synergies they’ve identified. “We continued our planning for integration for the closing and 
separation, we validated everything that we saw when we put the numbers together initially and we feel 
good about it,” he said.  Scripps has not specified where it intends to cut budgets, and where potential job 
cuts will occur.  Shareholders at both companies will vote on the deal next Wednesday. Wesolowski told 
investors that it’s still on track to close early in the second quarter, adding, “probably very early.”

Job one for Scripps is expanding Journal’s digital business.  With a closing of its merger with 
Journal Communications now just weeks away, E.W. Scripps CEO Rich Boehne says one of the first 
focuses will be on digital, and moving Journal’s radio and TV stations away from being so dependent on 
website display advertising.  “Once we own those stations, it’s likely we will add digital sales managers in 
key markets and we are likely to roll a few of our additional revenue products in those markets, benefiting 
from our new and larger scale,” he said during a call with analysts.  Beyond growing digital revenue, 
Boehne said the combination’s big advantages include a broader opportunity to share talent, knowhow 
and resources across the company. There’s also an undeniable promotional value of owning both media.  “During [TV] sweeps 
you get a lot of support from radio and when radio is in periods when it has a particular contest or programs going, it gets 
supports from the TV stations,” he said. “That definitely makes the best use of inventory and pays off.”  Boehne says it’s less 
likely Scripps will look to bundle radio and TV sales since Journal’s experiences have shown that to be less successful. 

FCC gets a nudge of its own as lawmakers ask it to push for FM in cell phones. Two House Democrats are asking FCC 
chair Tom Wheeler to take steps to get FM chips in smartphones turned on, positioning it as a life-or-death proposition.  “We 
are asking you to do everything in your power to make certain that every American consumer has access to the FM radio chip 
in their smartphones,” writes Homeland Security Committee ranking member Bennie Thompson (D-MS) and Transportation 
Committee ranking member Peter DeFazio (D-OR) in a letter to Wheeler.  The congressmen embrace an argument well-known 
to broadcasters: the reliability of FM in a crisis and the first-informer mission of broadcasters make radio a “proven lifeline” 
during emergencies.  Thompson and DeFazio also point out that while text alerts are important, their 90-character limit sharply 
reduces their effectiveness.  “For the benefit of the American public, ensuring all mobile devices are broadcast-radio capable 
is a critical component of this country’s safety and homeland security,” they tell Wheeler.  The letter may sum up broadcasters’ 
view of the world, but at the FCC there has been reluctance to push wireless companies to wake up FM on their handsets.  
Even commissioner Ajit Pai, who has been championing several broadcast causes inside the agency, doesn’t think there’s an 
overt role to play.   “I am optimistic that we will continue to see progress on this issue as a result of commercial negotiations 
and competitive pressure in the private marketplace,” Pai told a recent radio conference in Toronto.  The National Association of 
Broadcasters has backed away from pushing a mandate, but a rep says they’d like to see Wheeler use his bully pulpit to drag 
carriers along.
 

Nielsen moves into programmatic with eXelate purchase.  Radio’s ratings provider is taking a deeper dive into the fast 
growing world of programmatic buying.  Nielsen has closed on a reported $200 million purchase of eXelate, a provider of data 
and technology to aid the buying and selling of advertising across programmatic platforms.  Nielsen, already one of eXelate’s 
200 data partners, says the deal will enable its clients to make “better and faster” marketing and media decisions. Exelate 
collects third party cross-platform data on consumers’ online purchase intent, household demographics and behavior.  The data 
is used by marketers to make machine-based media buying decisions.  Nielsen says it plans to further develop and expand 
eXelate’s data marketplace and technology.  Nielsen global president Steve Hasker called the deal “a tremendous opportunity 
for Nielsen in the programmatic media ecosystem.”   Putting eXelate under the Nielsen umbrella will help marketers make their 
ad campaigns more effective and help media companies better sell their content, he added.
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FCC considers closing some field offices.  The FCC inspectors that turn up on station doorsteps and go after pirates may 
end up being a lot further away.  As part of an overhaul of the agency’s budget, a team is analyzing whether to shift some staff 
back to Washington.  “In the interim analysis they have showed some cost-based ideas that could be consistent with that, but 
there is not a final recommendation yet,” FCC managing director Jon Wilkins said.  He told the House Telecommunications 
Subcommittee yesterday that it’s part of a wider analysis of how the agency could better deploy its resources.  Brooklyn, NY has 
been a hotbed for pirate radio and Rep. Yvette Clark (D-NY) said she’s heard from broadcasters concerned her district won’t 
be properly policed.  But Wilkins confirmed the FCC is “actively looking” at redeploying staff to put more employees in offices 
where the biggest problems reside.  “We are definitely looking at our staffing levels in offices like New York, to make sure we 
are making the best use of the people and money that we have,” he said.  The FCC’s proposed $530 million fiscal 2016 budget, 
the biggest agency budget in history, would hold staffing levels steady as it includes $21 million to upgrade computer systems.  
“Over the last year we’ve had a chance to look at our workforce and think we can do the job with the people we have — if we
can upgrade the IT,” Wilkins explained.  The budget plan also includes $48 million to either move the FCC to a new Washington 
headquarters or reconfigure its current Portals offices which will save $119 million over the next 15 years.   
  

High-profile trial fuels podcast for Boston’s WBZ. CBS Radio signaled its intention to be a podcast player on a national 
scale with the January launch of Play.it  Now the company’s Boston all-news station is using a high-profile news story with 
legs to fuel a weekly podcast: the Boston Marathon bombing trial.   “News Radio 1030” WBZ  says the weekly podcast from 
reporters Lana Jones and Carl Stevens will present highlights of the trial and more in-depth coverage in a discussion format 
while giving the mobile news consumer full coverage of the trial on the go. The podcast will focus on all aspects of the trial, such 
as jury selection, opening arguments, testimony, legal strategies and logistical hurdles, along with expert analysis.  The weekly 
podcast will supplement reporting in on-air newscasts throughout the day as well as digital and social media real-time reporting 
while court is in session.  Meanwhile, CBS confirms Play.it will feature Reach Media’s Tom Joyner morning show.  Reach CEO 
David Kantor told Inside Radio earlier this year that if Joyner’s podcast finds an audience, they’re likely to expand the CBS deal 
to put other syndicated shows on Play.it.

Game’s over in Fresno.  One Putt Broadcasting’s sports “105.5 The Game” KJZN launched a new format today — its seventh 
in the past 10 years — as it brings classic hip-hop to Fresno. The station launches with a promise of 14 songs per hour and “half 
as many commercials.” The station’s branding is also not yet official as it holds a contest, inviting listeners to come up with a 
name.  KJZN goes up against Cumulus Media’s rhythmic oldies “Mega 97.9” KMGV, which Nielsen says had a 4.1 share (12+) 
in the fall survey. And iHeartMedia’s urban AC “103.7 The Beat” KFBT, which had a 2.1 share.  One Putt owner John Ostlund 
tells the Fresno Bee they’ll add air personalities later this month.  

Inside Radio News Ticker...Big Boy gets ‘Real’ next week...After a California judge refused an attempt to keep  Kurt “Big 
Boy” Alexander from joining iHeartMedia’s urban “Real 92.3” KRRL, the station has set his launch date.  Alexander will take 
over mornings on KRRL starting March 9.  On Tuesday a California Superior Court rejected an attempt by Emmis to keep the 
longtime rhythmic CHR “Power 106” KPWR personality from joining its new rival.  Emmis’ multimillion dollar lawsuit against 
Alexander moves forward...ASCAP names new COO…ASCAP has recruited former Warner Music Group executive Brian 
Roberts as its new chief operating officer.  Roberts, who resigned his label post last March, will join the music publishing 
performance rights organization at the end of the month.  Before joining Warner in 2007, Roberts worked at BMG, Zomba, 
EMI and Ernst & Young…Smaller Texas HQ for iHeartMedia…With many of its corporate functions shifted to New York, 
iHeartMedia will reportedly shrink the size of its San Antonio headquarters.  The move comes as the sale of the building to 
local real estate firm Casey Development closes. The San Antonio Business Journal says iHeart will shrink its use of the 
53,789-square-foot space by a third as Casey brings new tenants into the building…People Moves…Beasley Media Group 
redeploys Georgia Beasley to Augusta, GA.  Read People Moves HERE.

Correction:  The president of Bonneville International/KSL Broadcast Group was misidentified in yesterday’s Inside Radio.  
The Deseret division is overseen by president Darrell Brown.
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S  A  L  E  S

Seattle — Educational Media Foundation strikes a $7 million 
deal to buy classic hits “Q-104.5” KMCQ from Queen Cities 
Broadcasting.  While EMF already has stations in Spokane and 
Yakima, the deal will put the company in the Seattle metro for the 
first time.   Queen Cities recently sold one of its two Cincinnati-
area stations.

Las Vegas — John and James Douglas’ AIM Broadcasting files 
a $2.26 million deal to buy Mandarin Chinese-language KADD 
(93.5) from M&M Broadcasting.  The deal includes a booster 
station in Logandale, NV.  AIM Broadcasting has been operating 
KADD under a local marketing agreement since November 2011.   
It also owns stations in San Francisco, Houston and Atlanta.

Phoenix — The East Valley Institute of Technology files a 
$700,000 deal to buy the Chandler, AZ-licensed construction 
permit for KPNG at 88.7 FM from the Arizona Community Media 
Foundation.  East Valley Institute is a career and college prep 
institution which offers radio broadcasting courses.  It already 
owns CHR “90.7 The Pulse” KVIT in the Phoenix market.

Greenville-New Bern-Jacksonville, NC — Educational Media 
Foundation files a $700,000 deal to buy classic country “98.9 
The Bear” WNBR-FM from Eure Communications.  EMF already 
owns contemporary Christian “K-Love” stations WLVG (105.1) 
and WKGV (104.1) in the market.  After the sale, Eure still owns 
“Classic Country 97.9” WNBB in the Greenville-New Bern market. 

Allentown-Bethlehem, PA — CC Broadcasting files a $95,000 
deal to buy variety/talk “Sunny 1100” WGPA from Deborah Jean 
DeNardo, the court-appointed guardian of Timmer Broadcasting 
Company.  Owner and polka radio champion “Jolly Joe” Timmer, 
85, is reportedly in ill health and has been off the air for the past 
two years.  He’s owned WGPA since 1992.  CC Broadcasting is 
Ron Crumbliss and his son Christopher Crumbliss.  Broker: Ray 
Rosenblum
 

Montgomery, AL — Terry Barber files to buy gospel WMGY 
(800) from GHB Broadcasting for $60,000.  Barber is operating 
the station under a time brokerage agreement until closing.  He 
already owns a minority 14% stake in Bluewater Broadcasting, 
which operates five Montgomery market stations.

Illinois — David Bolduc’s West Central Michigan Media Ministries 
files a $50,000 deal to buy the Hickory Point, IL-licensed translator 
W217BB at 91.3 FM from Life On The Way Communications.  It 
will be used to simulcast religious “Strong Tower Radio” WGCP, 
Cadillac, MI (91.9).  Broker: Jorgenson Broadcast Brokerage 
(for seller)

Oklahoma — Oklahoma Catholic Broadcasting files to buy KEUC, 
Ringwood, OK (104.9) from Screen Door Broadcasting.  It’s a 
construction permit for a Class A station.  The deal says OCB 
will pay all out-of-pocket costs incurred in securing and the sale 
of the construction permit, which are currently estimated to total 
$22,795.    
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Oklahoma — Enrique Garza’s Christian Ministries of the Valley 
files a $20,000 deal to buy the Guymon, OK-licensed translator 
K215CV at 90.9 FM from Life On The Way Communications.  
The filing says Christian Ministries will simulcast its Spanish-
language religious station “Radio Vida” KBIC, Raymondville, TX 
on the signal.  Broker: Jorgenson Broadcast Brokerage (for seller)  

Wisconsin — Tomahawk Light Broadcasting files to transfer 
the currently-silent WGBT, Tomahawk, WI (91.3) to Radio 74 
Internationale in a cash-free donation.   WGBT will become an 
affiliate of the “Radio 74” Christian teaching network.

Hawaii — Maui Media Initiative picks up ethnic/variety “Mana’o 
Hana Hou Radio 91.7” KMNO, Wailuku, HI from Mana’o Radio 
in a cash-free donation.   
  

C L O S I N G S
 
Minnesota — Hubbard Radio closes an $8 million deal to buy 
Lou Buron and Mary Campbell’s Omni Broadcasting.  The 
transaction will give Hubbard 16 additional stations in four 
Minnesota markets.    In Alexandria, Hubbard buys country “Kik-
FM 100.7” KIKV-FM and oldies “Cool 94.3” KULO.  In Bemidji, 
Hubbard picks up country “KB-101” KBHP, AC KKZY (95.5), 
classic rock “Z-99” KLLZ-FM, classic hits WQXJ (104.5) and 
“Sports Radio 1450” KBUN.   Also included in the deal is the 
Bemidji-licensed translator K235BP at 94.9 FM, which simulcasts 
KBUN.  In Brainerd, Hubbard buys country “B-93.3” KBLB, 
oldies “Cool 103.5” KUAL-FM, AC WJJY-FM (106.7), classic 
rock “107.5 The Power Loon” KLIZ-FM, sports “The Fan 1380” 
KLIZ, and business news KVBR (1340).  And in the Wadena 
market, Hubbard buys country “K-106” KKWS and the classic 
country simulcast of KWAD/KNSP (920/1430).  Broker: Patrick 
Communications

Charlotte — Billy Blevens is moving from program director and 
morning man to owner as his newly-created Signal Hill Media 
Partners closes a $280,000 deal to buy “Country Legends 550” 
WAME from GHB Broadcasting.  Blevens has been in morning 
drive at the station since October 2010.   Following the sale, GHB 
Broadcasting will still own five other Charlotte market stations.  
WAME simulcasts on the Statesville, NC-licensed translator 
W225BD at 92.9 FM and that arrangement will continue, although 
Blevens won’t buy the signal.  GHB will lease the translator to 
him for one dollar a year and promises not to sell it as long as 
Blevens stays current on his promissory note payments for 
WAME.  When the note is paid in full, he’ll then have the right to 
buy the translator outright for ten dollars.

Boise — Wendell Starke’s FM Idaho Co. closes a deal to buy 
“101.9 The Bull” KQBL from The Montana Radio Company for 
$200,000.  It also owns adult hits “Bob FM 96.1” KSRV-FM, 
rhythmic CHR “Wild 101.1” KWYD, hot AC “My 102.7” KZMG, 
and “ESPN Boise AM 730” KNFL in the market.  
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qual FINANCIAL SHOW HOST 
MULTIMEDIA SPECIALIST

Simply Money Media group is 
expanding and growing!  We’re 
looking for an individual with a 
financial background who can 
tell compelling and meaningful 
money stories to the consumer.  

This person will know how 
to be memorable and be a 

strong advocate for the target 
consumer.  This person will know 
how to make money simple and 

easy to understand.
 

The winning candidate will be 
featured on television, online 

video, radio, audio podcasts and 
in print.  Comfort in all video, 

audio and digital disciplines are 
a must. This position is based in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, headquarters of 

Simply Money.  

Email resume and demo to:
Darryl Parks

SVP, Simply Money Media
darrylp@simplymoney.net

(513) 469-7500

Equal Opportunity Employer

GENERAL SALES MANAGER - SPRINGFIELD, MO
iHeartMedia seeks a General Sales Manager for its Springfield, MO properies. The GSM is a leadership 
and sales role responsible for managing Radio station sales. Primary responsibilities include generating station 
sales revenue and achieving sales goals; identifying and developing a local sales team; growing and deepening 
customer relationships that translate into sales; and, general management activities that 
support sales (eg, reporting, incentive plan creation, performance management, ongoing 
routines, etc.), and achieving sales & revenue targets with ever more sophisticated clients 
in a dynamic & highly competitive marketplace. The General Sales Manager will create 
revenue by having a deep understanding of their clients’ needs and the local marketplace, 
and through coaching & guiding their team of Local Sales Managers. CLICK HERE for a 
list of requirements and qualifications, or to apply for this position. iHeartMedia is an equal 
opportunity employer.

OPERATIONS MANAGER
Digity LLC continues to grow and needs the best 

Operations Managers in the country! 

If you are an experienced, strategic, creative, organized brand manager 
with a can-do attitude, we want to talk to you. Applicants must be 
proficient in identifying new air talent, earns the respect of high profile 
morning teams, is excited about social/digital/events and develops 
ideas that are sellable not because he/she has to, but because he/
she understands a full integration with sales is the key to success. 
The perfect candidate knows how to strategically program for ratings 
for both PPM/diary markets and is a leader who is ready to take on 
corporate responsibilities as well as manage a cluster of stations. 

Qualified candidates will have at least five years of proven success as a 
programmer, preferably in a PPM market. Candidates must be strategic 
and analytical but also must possess creativity and the instinct to win. 
OM must be proficient with RCS Selector, Adobe Audition, PPM Analysis 
Tool, Social Media platforms, Audio Vault, PD Advantage and Media 
Monitors. Find a full list of qualifications and responsibilities in our ad 
at insideradio.com.  Send resume to: OMJob@digity.me.  EOE

qual NEWS DIRECTOR - WASHINGTON, DC
Rare news manager opening at WTOP in the nation’s capital!
 
The #1 All-News station in the news epicenter of America is growing 
our management team by hiring an additional News Director to 
keep pace with our growth and success. The ideal candidate is a 
visionary leader and passionate news junkie who understands 
that news isn’t a 9-to-5 job. Must be a ‘black belt’ on all platforms 
(broadcast, web, social), who is able to successfully lead in a fast-
paced multimedia environment with an eye to the future. Required: 
degree in Journalism, Communications or related field and a minimum 
of 5 years’ experience in network or Top 20 market news. 

To apply, visit www.wtop.com, 
click careers link at bottom of page.

Hubbard Radio, Washington, D.C., LLC 
is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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